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together, and so fitted in the joints by means
of rivets, screws, pins, or the like, that the
lower joint k, which is fitted to the pin i” af.
fixed to the vibrating needle-bar b, may read
ily accommodate itself to the alternate mo
tion and vibration of the said needle-bar. The
vibrations of the crank i are shown by dotted
arc and radial lines in Fig. 2 at i. The nee
dle-bar b is fitted to slide vertically in a sleeve
or guide, L, which, in turn, is fitted in the
head A', so as to vibrate longitudinally with
respect to the shuttle-race at its lower end,
the upper end of said sleeve L being pivoted
to the screw on, Fig. 2. A spring, n, presses
against the rear side and at the lower end of
the guide L, as shown in dotted lines in Figs.
2 and 3, and in plan view, Fig. 6, and tends
to keep the guide L at all times against the
lever-plate o, which rests on the fulcrum
screw P. (Shown in Figs, 3 and 6.) The lever
plate is provided with steady or guide pins q
q, which enter holes in the face-plate of the
head A', as will be readily inferred by refer
ence to Figs, 2 and 3. The opposite end of
the lever-plate o rests on the intermitting ro
tary sleeve R, which is provided with eight
5 are elevations of the universal-jointed con teeth, s, or any suitable number, and half that
necting-rod which actuates the needle-bar number of angles or sides. Now, a pawl or
Vertically. Fig. 6 is a plan view of the de click, T, is pivoted to the stud-pin or bolt u
vice which inaparts a zigzag motion to the nee near its center, and engages with a crank-pin,
dle-bar. By simply turning the milled thumb i", affixed to the crank i, as shown in Figs. 2
screw the needle-bar may be held in a fixed and 3, near its upper end. The lower or op
lateral position as long a time as required.
posite end is brought in contact with the ratch
A represents the bed-plate of my sewing et or toothed wheel s, and rotates the same
machine, and A' the arm-head, which is fitted intermittently at every return stroke of the
to receive the needle-bar b and feed presser needle-bar, as will be readily inferred from a
foot c, and their respective appendages. d glance at the drawing. Each stroke of the
is fly-wheel, which is affixed to the triple pawl moves the ratchet one tooth; therefore,
crank-shaft d. e is a connecting-rod, one end it will be observed, that alternately an angle
of which is fitted to a crank on shaft d, and and a flat side of the sleeve R are brought in
the opposite end imparts the requisite motion contact with the lever-plate o: Now, when
to the shuttle F, in the usual manner. A con the screw P is withdrawn from contact with
necting-rod is also fitted to crank shown at g, the plate o, the angles and sides of the sleeve
Fig. 1, which imparts an oscillatory motion to R do not move or actuate the said plate, con
the shaft h, which is fitted to oscillate in the sequently the guide L will convey the needle
luorizontal bearings of the arm and head A'. bar in one fixed point; but, if the fulcrum
A crank, i, is secured to the oscillating shaft screw P be forced against the plate o, the
h, and said crank has a pin, i, which is in guide L will be made to vibrate at each return
serted into one piece, k, of the universal-joint stroke of the needle-bar b, by the alternate
ed connecting-rod. Shown at k ki k", Figs.
action of the quadrangular surfaces and an
El
2, 3, 4, and 5.) The parts k l k are connected Igles coming in contact with the lever-plate o,
To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, LEO GRISWOID, of
Johnstown, in the county of Fulton and State
of New York, have invented a Sewing-Ma
chine, of which the following is a specifica-.
tion:
m
The object of my invention is to so construct
sewing - machines having vibrating needle
bars, needle-bar guides, and their equivalents,
(which are designed to sew a zigzag stitch,)
by means of certain new and simple devices,
whereby the stitch may be varied (by means
of a screw or its equivalent) from a straight
seam to an extreme ZigZag, or any interme
diate width of seam, as, desired, being en
tirely under the control of the operator.
To enable those skilled in the art to fully
understand and construct the same, I will
proceed to describe it as follows:
Figure 1 is an inverted plan view of my
invention, showing the triple crank - shaft
and connecting-rods which actuate the shut
tle and feed devices, Fig. 2 is an end sec
tional view, and Fig. 3 exhibits a side sec
tional elevation, of the needle-bar head, to
which my invention is applied. Figs. 4 and
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alternately compressing and releasing, in a

measure, the spring . . . . . . . . . .
The sleeve R may be fitted so as turn very
readily on the feed, presser-bar c, and I prefer
this manner of operation in lieu of other ex
pensive
devices. . .to
retain the... a '...sleeve
R... . in. . . posi
tion.
..
. ..
. .

w

- I claim as my invention

1. In combination, the pivoted needle-bar
guide L., vibrating crank i', pawl T, pro
vided with a slot in its upper end, ratchets,

sleeve R, plate o, screw P, and spring n, where
by the proper vibratory motion is imparted to

the said needle-bar, and the amount of such
The pawl T is readily brought in contact motion is adjusted as and for the purpose set
with the ratchets by means of the spring on forth.
the pin or screw it, as shown in Fig. 3.
2. In combination with a pivoted needle
The vibrations of the needle are parallel. -bar guide, L, plate o, screw P, ratchets, sleeve
with the shuttle course or race, for the ob R, and spring n, the universal-jointed con
vious reason that the shuttle may at all times necting-rod kick', and vibrating cranki, sub
pass through the loops formed by the upper stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
thread. It will also be readily inferred that
3. The combination of the universal-jointed
the needle has no lateral motion- while the connecting-rod k l k, vibrating crank i, nee.
* same is in contact with the fabric while it is dle-bar guide I, and needle-barb, as set forth.
being sewed, or during the formation of the 4. In combination with the quadrangular
stitch, but only when the needle is withdrawn sleeve R, plate o, screw P, and spring in, the
". from the work does the same make a step to pivoted needle-bar guide L, as set forth.
to the right or left, as already described.
5. In combination with the needle-bar guide
I disclaim the use of a swinging needle-bar L, pivoted as described, the spring m, lever
when the same is used for the purpose of feed plate o, . fulcrum-screw P, universal-jointed
ing or propelling the fabric or the material be connecting-rod l k I, and vibrating crank i,
ing sewed, my invention being distinguished operating substantially in the manner and for

from that class just referred to in the fact the purpose set forth.
i that my needle does not vibrate until it is

- withdrawn from the work; then it steps to
: the right or to the left. It will also be ob
served that the needle-bar b steps or vibrates:
in a lateral direction with respect to the mo
-tion of the feed which carries the fabric to be
isewed.

Witnesses:

J. W. LATCHER,
D. MCMARTIN.

LEO GRISWOLD.

